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A surface-coil approach to stray-field magnetic resonance im- precise leveling and careful sample preparation. Leveling is
aging (STRAFI), which has certain advantages for the profiling difficult but may be achieved either mechanically (4) or, in
of planar films and layers, is described. Frequency-swept and Fou- principle, with electrical shim gradient coils. However, in
rier-transform versions of the experiment, which are particularly some instances, it is not possible to arrange for the experi-
suitable for use with the coil, are reported. As an example applica- ment to be one dimensional. An example is the drying of
tion, a latex coating is analyzed during the evaporative drying

layers of colloidal dispersions, such as sols and emulsions.process, in which a colloidal dispersion is transformed to a continu-
Here the meniscus of the sample leads to a rounded surfaceous polymer film. The ultimate achievable resolution is discussed
and surface shrinkage leads to wrinkling, both of whichand contrasted with conventional MR microscopy. q 1997 Academic

compromise profiling through the whole sample. AnotherPress

example is the study of liquid ingress into solids where
ingress into the sides of the sample can be limiting.

The objective of this paper is, therefore, to introduce anINTRODUCTION
MRI method of studying systems which start mobile and
end up with short to medium T2 components (or vice versa) ,Stray-field imaging (STRAFI) (1) has created a wide
which are thus inaccessible to conventional microscopy (T2range of opportunities for the imaging of solids and other
£ 1 ms) and which cannot easily be arranged in one-dimen-samples having a short T2 (õ100 ms) . Many of these are
sional forms. Examples include the drying of paint films asof interest to materials scientists for industrial applications.
demonstrated in this paper, and also the ingress of solventsThe STRAFI technique exploits the large fringe field gradi-
into polymer systems where the response of the short T2ent surrounding high-field magnets. Near the base of a typi-
polymer is of interest (5) . In this paper, we propose a local-cal 9.4 T 89 mm vertical-bore magnet, the static-field
ization coil for use with STRAFI operating below a standardstrength equates to a proton resonant frequency of 235 MHz,
magnet. The coil selectively excites a small central regionsuperimposed on a static gradient of 58 T m01 . Typically in
of a much larger sample. With STRAFI, this is the only wayconventional STRAFI a short, hard 10 ms pulse is used to
that a small area of the x–y sample plane, which approxi-excite resonance in a thin slice of the sample of thickness
mates much better to a planar sample, can be localized. Aon the order of 40 mm. The gradient is sufficient to ensure
second advantage of the coil is that because only a smallthat the gradient-induced broadening over such a slice is
region of a large sample is being studied, the problems asso-greater than the most severe dipolar linewidth. Any local
ciated with leveling the sample are substantially reduced bysusceptibility line broadening in heterogeneous samples is
the lever principle. However, since the sample can no longeralso dominated by the applied gradient. Following excitation
be moved independently of this coil, alternative profilingthe magnetization is observed in the form of an echo follow-
strategies to pulse-physical translation are introduced.ing a second pulse and is recorded as a measure of the proton

density within the slice. The sample is then mechanically
translated along the axis of the static field and the measure- EXPERIMENTAL
ment repeated so as to build up a profile of the sample in
one dimension. For 3D images, the sample is rotated and A schematic diagram of the film coil is shown in Fig. 1.

The coil axis is arranged along the x axis, perpendicular tothe procedure repeated for a series of different projections
(2) . This procedure is time consuming and so dynamic stud- the main magnetic field and the gradient axis, z . The geome-

try of this coil is novel because it uses the axial B1 fieldies are usually arranged and carried out in one dimension
only (3) . component of a solenoid, outside the central volume. In most

surface coil applications, the sample is placed at the end ofThe disadvantage of the stray-field profiling technique is
that only samples that are invariant in the x–y plane are the coil to maximize B1 and hence the sensitivity. In our

STRAFI system based on a standard vertical-bore magnet,suitable. In most cases, invariance can be arranged with
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finite wire spacing. The plots show that the coil localizes to
the order of the length of the coil along the x axis, and to
the order of the diameter in the y direction. Plots as a function
of z show that the area of similar sensitivity increases with
distance from the coil; thus the sample volume effectively
increases. This effect offsets the sensitivity reduction at a
distance and partially flattens out the spatial response of the
coil. It is also possible to adjust the pulse power as the
sample is imaged to compensate for reduced tip angle at a
distance. We have found that the usable field of view possi-
ble with this coil is nominally 800 mm deep. We have further
found that it is useful to perform a calibration experiment
using a thick rubber sample placed directly on top of the
coil. The rubber profile may be used to normalize subsequent
experiments. In the demonstrations described below, how-FIG. 1. A schematic of the RF coil used in this work viewed along the
ever, this calibration step has not been necessary, becausex axis and showing a suitable sample cell in the imaging position.
the film thickness is significantly less than 800 mm.

The coil may be used with either a frequency-swept or a
Fourier variant of STRAFI. Both methods have the consider-this arrangement is impossible because the useful gradient

gz is coaxial with the main field B0 . The B1 field must be able advantage over mechanically translated STRAFI in that
the movement of the sample during the sequence does notorthogonal to B0 so therefore it is also orthogonal to gz . The

signal-to-noise ratio is severely compromised with respect cause measurement artifacts (6) . Forms of the frequency-
swept method were tried in the early days of stray-fieldto that which would be obtained from the same sample vol-

ume under more regular conditions, but this is accepted be- imaging by various experimenters including Miller and Gar-
roway (7) , who dubbed the method planar imaging. In thecause only by this method can satisfactory profiles be ob-

tained of the systems in question. A 22 mm diameter cylinder frequency-swept variant introduced here, a standard, multi-
ple, quadrature-echo pulse sequence ax— t—(ay — t—of Tufnol is used to support the coil and the sample cell. A

four-turn, 2 mm diameter, 2 mm long solenoid is glued echo— t)m is employed, where ax is a nominal 907 pulse
of relative phase x . The interpulse gap is denoted by t, andinto a recess in the top of the support. The tune and match

components are mounted on the side of the support and are m is the number of echoes. Just as in conventional STRAFI,
the magnetization from different slices within the thin filmconnected to the spectrometer using copper-cored rigid coax

cable. The bandwidth of the coil is 4.3 MHz giving a Q of is detected. The slice thickness is determined by the pulse
length. The difference is that the NMR spectrometer fre-54, which makes it suitable for solids work. The glue, Tuf-

nol, and solder flux proton signals are not detected by the quency is incremented between slices rather than the sample
position. This technique is fast, as there is no need to waitimaging experiment as their resonant frequencies fall well

out of the bandwidth of the experiment (58 T m01 equates a T1 recovery delay between slices or to move the sample.
A frequency-interleaved sequence may also be implemented,to 2.3 MHz mm01 for protons) . Figure 1 also shows a typical

sample cell for use with the coil that is suitable for liquid minimizing any residual interslice overlap effects due to T1 .
The lower trace of Fig. 3 shows a profile of two glycerolingress work. The assembly is mounted on the STRAFI

imaging probe stage but without the mechanical stepper films sandwiched between glass cover slips and separated
by a 100 mm thick acetate spacer. The average film thicknessdrive engaged.

The theoretical component of the B1 field strength in the is estimated at 50 mm using gravimetric analysis. The pulse
length used is 80 ms and the pulse gap, t, is 100 ms. Theorthogonal plane to the static field for this coil, calculated

using the Biot–Savart law and numerical integration around frequency step size is 16 kHz, equivalent to 6.5 mm. Multiple
echo train data have been recorded, and the profile showsthe current loops, is shown as contour plots in Fig. 2 where

the origin of the coordinate system is taken as the coil center. eight echoes at each spatial location, albeit without high
reproduction detail. This echo train may be analyzed to yieldThe contours are at 1.5% intervals with 100% being the field

at the center of the solenoid. The absolute figures indicate spatially localized relaxation information about the sample.
A total of 256 averages were acquired in just under 5 min.how much the signal-to-noise ratio has been compromised

in order to achieve the necessary localization. Figure 2a Fourier transform imaging in the fringe field is directly
analogous to conventional microscopy (8) except that theshows the magnitude of the B1 field in the z–x plane for y

Å 0, and Fig. 2b shows the x–y plane for z Å 1.4 mm. This gradient is static rather than dynamic. In the stray-field Fou-
rier variant, the pulse length is made sufficiently small (onz position corresponds to the base of a sample placed on a

glass cover slip. The ripples near the coil are due to the the order of 1 ms) so as to provide a bandwidth which
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FIG. 2. Calculated contour plots of the coil B1 magnetic field magnitude (a) in the vertical z–x plane for y Å 0 mm, and (b) in the horizontal x–y
plane for z Å 1.2 mm.

spans the whole sample thickness, in this instance 400 mm pulse is more than compensated by the rapid averaging that
(bandwidth on the order of 1 MHz). Samoilenko and Zick can be achieved (9) . The upper trace in Fig. 3 shows the
(4) have previously demonstrated stray-field Fourier im- use of this sequence to image the same glycerol phantom as
aging using a quadrature echo, with the sample enclosed by used in the frequency-swept experiment. The pulse length,
a very small coil. This approach is clearly inappropriate for tp , is 0.5 ms (bx É 37 at the sample center) and t is 125 ms.
thin films. We prefer to Fourier transform a standard spin The delay TR was set to 1 ms, allowing 225,000 averages to
echo to yield a one-dimensional profile. Since with our coil be acquired in less than 4 min. The frequency-swept profile
the pulse tip angle is a strong, rapidly decreasing function contains information about T2 and diffusion in the echo train
of depth into the film, we require a pulse sequence in which which is not seen in the Fourier profile. This could have
the echo formation is tip-angle insensitive and well suited been implemented in the Fourier method, however, with
to low-flip-angle pulses. A suitable sequence is (bx— t— a multiple-echo sequence such as [bx— t—(2b0x— t—
2b0x— t—echo—TR)n where bx is a low-flip-angle pulse echo— t—2bx— t—echo— t)m—TR]n .
and n is the number of averages. This sequence is run under We are currently using the coil and the methods described
steady-state conditions with a short repetition time, TR, so here as an ideal way to study the film formation of oil, oil-
that the small signal intensity consequent upon the small in-water emulsion, and latex paints, and for studies of solvent

ingress into glassy polymers where the swollen phase typi-
cally has intermediate T2 . As a practical example, Fig. 4
shows the time course over a period of two hours of a water-
based latex paint drying to a film on a glass cover slip.
Initially, the coating consists of colloidal polymer particles
dispersed in water. When drying is complete, a continuous
polymer film is formed. The data were obtained using the
frequency-swept technique with a frequency step equivalent
to 20 mm. Profiles were obtained at 6 min intervals. The
data were acquired in the form of 16 echo trains with a pulse
gap, t, of 18 ms (center to center) and a pulse length of 15
ms. The plots show profiles for the second, sixth, tenth, and
fourteenth echoes. The first echo is not shown, as this is
systematically of reduced intensity in STRAFI (6) . The pro-
files clearly show water loss from the top surface of the film
in the early stages of drying when water ( long T2) is the

FIG. 3. Profiles of two 50 mm thick glycerol films sandwiched between continuous phase. At longer times, there is a decrease in theglass cover slips and separated by a 100 mm thick acetate spacer acquired
signal intensity from the residual layer as more water is lost,using frequency-swept ( lower trace) and Fourier-transform spin-echo (up-

per trace) stray-field imaging. and there is an associated dramatic shortening of T2 . We
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FIG. 4. Profiles recorded from a drying latex paint film recorded (a) immediately after coating the glass substrate, and then after (b) 24 min, (c)
36 min, and (d) 2 h. In each case, the 2nd (circles) , 6th (squares) , 10th (diamonds), and 14th (triangles) echo profiles are shown. The exposed surface
is to the right.

observed no substantial changes in the measured profiles in than for the frequency-swept method, and it could potentially
reach 1 mm. It is instructive therefore to compare the theoret-the subsequent 12 h period. The T2 of the dry latex paint

has been separately measured, both in the fringe field as a ical image resolution obtainable using the two techniques,
and indeed to compare both with conventional magnetic res-film using a 90 7x — t—180 7y — t—echo pulse sequence

with the echo recorded for different t, and also from a dry onance microscopy. The slice thickness and hence pixel size,
Dr , in conventional stray-field imaging and frequency-sweptbulk sample using a free-induction decay in a bench-top

spectrometer operating at 20 MHz. In both cases, the mea- stray-field imaging is proportional to the inverse pulse
surement gave T2Å 55{ 5 ms. In the profiles, the application length, t01

p , according to (6)
of the quadrature-echo sequence causes partial spin locking,
and there is evidence that the magnetization is being sus-
tained in the profile echo trains due to T1r processes. The

Dr Å
√
3p
ggtp

, [1]
effective T2 relaxation time of the nominally dry sample at
2 h, measured at the center of the film using the profile data,
is 350 { 15 ms.

where g is the magnetogyric ratio and g the gradient strength.
The longer the pulse, the better the resolution. However, theDISCUSSION
pulse length can be no longer than the pulse gap, t, which,
under optimal resolution conditions, is of order T2 , the spin–For the glycerol demonstration profiles presented here, the

pixel size for the Fourier method is 2 mm, three times smaller spin relaxation time. Hence,
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broadening in the field gradient applies. This restricts the
spin–spin relaxation time to an effective value, T eff

2 , which,
as has been shown by Callaghan (12) amongst others, se-
verely limits the achievable resolution. According to Cal-
laghan,

1
pT eff

2

É 0.6Sg 2g 2D

3 D1/3

, [5]

which, by substitution into Eq. [2] or [4] as appropriate,
yields the best achievable resolution for diffusively broad-
ened systems as a function of D , the diffusion coefficient.

FIG. 5. The solid line shows the relationship between sample T2 (right- This result applies for both kinds of STRAFI experiment,
hand axis) and best resolution using stray-field imaging. The dashed line since in both cases we are measuring an echo at finite time,
shows the corresponding diffusion limit ( left-hand axis) to the resolution

2t. Figure 5 also includes a plot of D versus best achievablein mobile systems. In both cases, it is assumed that the gradient strength,
resolution, again evaluated for a gradient strength of 58 Tg , is 58 T m01 . The parallel dotted lines show the corresponding values

for a conventional microscopy experiment with g Å 1 T m01 . m01 . This analysis shows that for very-high-resolution im-
aging both techniques are primarily applicable to samples
with T2 values of order 100 ms. If the T2 is much shorter,
then the frequency-swept technique fails because the narrow-
band pulse required for high resolution becomes longer thanDrbest Å

√
3p

ggT2

. [2]
T2 . The Fourier method fails because the signal does not
last sufficiently long to record an echo with large enough t

The field of view is technically unlimited in stray-field im- for the required resolution. Neither method is applicable to
aging, although the maximum translation of the sample is mobile liquids, since, in the strong gradient, they exhibit a
clearly limited by the probe. In frequency-swept stray-field very short, diffusion-limited T eff

2 .
imaging, we find that the field of view is limited by the By way of comparison, Fig. 5 also shows calculations of
sensitivity of the surface coil at depth into the sample. achievable resolution based on a gradient strength of 1 T

The arguments leading to the ultimate resolution in Fou- m01 , typical of a conventional MR microscope. It is seen
rier stray-field imaging are just those relating to conventional that the stray-field methods offer improved resolution for a
Fourier magnetic-resonance microscopy, and they have been given T2 but are more limited with respect to diffusion, as
well rehearsed by a number of authors including Cho (10) might be expected. It is worth noting also that diffusion out
and Callaghan (11) . The pixel size is related to the data- of the sensitive slice is not likely to be a problem in stray-
acquisition time in the gradient according to field imaging. Even for a diffusion coefficient of 2.5 1 1005

cm2 s01 ( that of water) , the diffusion distance (2Dt)1/2 is
small compared to the best achievable resolution when theDrFT Å 2p

ggTacq

. [3]
corresponding T eff

2 is substituted for t.
No account has been taken in this discussion of the signal-

In the limit of optimum resolution, the pixel spacing ex- to-noise ratio. Direct comparisons of coil performance are
pressed in frequency units equals the natural linewidth of largely irrelevant, because of the less than optimum geome-
the sample, 1/pT2 , so that try. The thin-film STRAFI methods and probe system dis-

cussed here suffer from loss of sensitivity because of the
strength of the gradient and very poor coil sensitivity. EitherDr FT

best Å
2

ggT2

. [4]
one of these may be improved individually, but not with the
magnet geometry used here. None the less, STRAFI is a
very powerful method which allows the imaging of broad-It is thus seen that the optimum resolution for the two experi-

ments is very similar. The minimum T2 for a given resolution line systems, and this paper demonstrates the extension of
these techniques to thin films. Examination of Fig. 3 suggestsis plotted in Fig. 5 for a typical STRAFI gradient strength

of 58 T m01 . This plot makes clear why the acetate spacer, that the signal-to-noise ratio of the frequency-swept and Fou-
rier STRAFI techniques is comparable and, in the exampleswhich has a short T2 , is not seen in the profiles of Fig. 3.

It might be thought that an increase in T2 might always considered here, more than adequate. In conventional FT
microscopy, it is possible to optimize the signal-to-noiseyield improved resolution. However, long T2 values are gen-

erally associated with mobile systems to which diffusive ratio for a given resolution by complementary variation of
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